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 This thesis is a research about Social and Political Conflicts in the 
“Elysium” movie by Neill Blomkamp by using Lewis Coser, Ulan, Leopold Von 
Wiese and  Howard Becker and Ralf Dahrendrof theories, the marxism approach 
is used also in analysis thesis data. The purpose of this research are to find out (1) 
the kinds of social and politican conflicts in the Elysium movie, (2) the causes of 
social and political conflicts in the movie. The writer conducted the research by 
using descriptive method. The source of data in this research is Neill Blomkamp‟s 
movie, which was published in 2013. The data analysis technique in this research 
uses the library technique(read some books and thesis) and note technique(wrote 
more information from books and thesis). The data analysis technique in this 
research is using sociological approach. The findings of this research, the writer 
found that there are three kinds of social conflicts according to Lewis Coser, such 
as: conflict of involving social position, conflict of interest, conflict of role, and 
there are two causes of political conflicts according to Ulan, such as conflicts of 
interest and conflicts of values. Based on the findings, the writer concluded that 
the causes of social conflicts in this movie according to Leopold Von Wiese and 
Howard Beeker, there are four, such as: differences between people, differences in 
culture, the form of interest, social change. The causes of political conflicts there 
are two, according to Ralf Dahrendrof, such as: the plurality of horizontal and the 
plurality of vertical. 
Keywords: Social, Political, Conflicts, Movie. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Literature is an activity of expressing, feeling, thought, ideas, spirits, 
beliefs and other expression that use language as the besic element. Literature is 
way of communication which is very important in our social life. It is expressed in 
the very specific ways. (Wellek, 1970:65). Literature is a creative activity work 
art. Literature is „creative‟ or „imaginative‟ writing, listening does imply that 
history, philosophy and natural science are uncreative and unimaginative in our 
life. 
Literature is the aspect of human activities composition that tell a story, 
dramatizes, expresses and feels. Stated that literature is thus seemed up as 
permanent expressions is words (written or spoken), specially arranged in 
pleasing accepted patterns or forms. Literature expresses thoughts, feelings, ideas 
or other special aspects of human experiences. Literature is a representative of the 
real life of humans. Sometimes it is used as publicly and criticism. Literature 
cannot be separated from human life since it give many contributions to people. 
That it helps people to understand what exactly happens in their environment. 
Literature is a form of creative activity in producing a work that has a 
sense of aesthetic value and reflects the social realities. Literature term used to 
refer to cultural phenomena that can be found in all societies even though the 
social, economic and religious existence is not a universal phenomenon (Soeratno 
in Jabrohim, 2003:9). 
Film is part of literature. Film is include into literature since 1974. The 
media of the film is language that is categorized as literary work. Film or movie is 
media of social communication is formed by two sense seeing and hearing. 
Furthermore, it has a story reflected by reality or just imagination of the director. 
The writer thinks that a film is one of literary works that has an important role in 
the progress of literature itself. Therefore the film also has the same role as other 
literary work such as poems, song lyrics and ect. 
Film is one of mass media that is the place for the film maker to deliver 
messages and social values it has by the film maker. A lot of themes are related to 
social life of society is chosen into a movie. 
The researcher is interested in analyzing Elysium movie because it is very 
interesting to analyze about social and political conflicts. In the movie Literature 
is devided into some literary works there are poem, movie, novel and drama. 
In the film, the poor people in the earth, and the rich people stay in 
Elysium. If there are poor people who are sick they must go to Elysium for getting 
treatment although they were forbidden to go to Elysium. If they want to go to 
Elysium, they must pay to some people in the earth that working as plan captain 
which will take them go to Elysium. Before they go to Elysium they were each 
given code. 
In the film always contains some conflicts that might become the climax 
of the movie. For example conflicts between lower class and upper class. 
B. Problem Statement 
In analyzing the Elysium movies, the writer put the following research 
questions in this movie ? 
1. What kind of social and political conflicts occured in Elysium movie ? 
2. What are the causes of social and political conflicts in the movie ? 
C. Objective of the Research 
Based on the research questions above, the objective of this research are as 
follows : 
1. To find out the social and political conflicts in “Elysium movie”. 
2. To find out the causes of social and political conflicts in the movie. 
D. The Significance of the Research 
The significances of the study as follows: 
1. The reader can comprehend about social and political conflicts. 
2. To describe the general meaning of social and political conflicts in the 
“Elysium” movie. 
E. Scope of the Research 
In this thesis, the writer focused on analyzing Social and Political Conflicts 
by used Lewis Coser and Ulan theoris and the causes as well in that movie by 
Leopold Von Wiese and Howard Becker and Ralf Dahrendrof theoris. 
 
CHAPTER II 
            REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous Findings 
Related with this thesis, some of the researchers have investigated some 
research as follows : 
1. Maramis (2010), in his thesis “Conflict Analysis In The Novel “Hard Times” 
by Charles Dickens. The thesis used descriptive qualitative method. External 
conflict : Conflict between Mr. Gadgrind and Louisa Gradgrind began when 
Louisa was a child until an adult. Where the time is his little Loiusa was at 
home only with her brother without conducting activities as appropriate other 
children, like hanging out with their peers. Internal conflict : since childhood 
they have wrestled with school books and of course under the supervision of 
his father, who only teaches them to see the world in fact. 
2. Afdal (2011), in his thesis Social Conflict Between Upper Class and Lower 
Class Found in Short Story “South of The Slot” by Jack London. He analyze 
about Conflict Between Upper Class and Lower Class. He implies theory of 
conflict as a mean to examine the problem of social conflict in society. 
Human‟s conflicts are associated with aspect of psychology, anthropology, 
social and conflict of interest. 
Both of these thesis analyzed about conflicts, it is same with my thesis and 
the differences, Maramis focused on analyzing about political conflicts, 
meanwhile Afdal focused on analyzing about social conflicts. 
In this case, the writer will analyze both social and political conflicts. 
Moreover, the differences Maramis only focused on political conflicts where 
Afdal only analized about social conflicts. 
B. Definition of Movie 
Movie is a motion picture as a genre of art of entertainment, the exhibition 
of a motion picture, a motion picture as an industry. 
Movie is considered to be an important art form, a source of popular 
entertainment and powerful method for educating or indoctrination citizens. The 
visual elements of cinema give motion pictures a universal power of 
communication. Some movies have become popular worldwide attractions by 
using dubbing or subtitles that translate the dialogue. 
Traditional movies are made up of a series of individual images called 
frames. When these images are shown rapidly in succession. A viewer has the 
illusion that motion is occurring. The viewer cannot see the flicking of vision, 
whereby the eye retains a visual image for a fraction of a second after the source 
has been removed; viewers perceive motion due to a psychological effect called 
“Beta Movement”. 
C. The Element of Movie 
Movie is as swan song at mass media is successful because various 
elements because intact union. The movie elements consist of: 
 
 
1. Story idea  
The story idea of a movie can emerge everywhere. It is possible thet idea 
of movie story makes a real fiction appear like the movie of The Elysium Movie. 
2. Scenario 
Team the movie production visualizes the story idea into rich audio visual 
and voice. Good scenario would determine goodness of the movie. In academy of 
Oscar awards, scenario gets appreciation for the best original text and the best 
adaptation text. 
3. Director 
Director in movie works life a chef who mixes flavors to make a good 
food while director of movie unites elements of movie, producing and edit to get 
the intact movie. Cut and action are very special world for director. Director 
becomes the decision maker in all creative decision processes from the scenario 
into the movie picture. 
4. Characterization (actor and actress) 
a) Protagonist, a protagonist is the main character in a work of literature 
or movie. With any characters surrounding the protagonist, finding that 
main character can sometimes be confusing. How do we identify him 
or her. A protagonist generally experiences some sort of change or 
transformation in his or her character throughout the story. 
b) Antagonist, the antagonist is most often once character who has a goal 
that opposes the protagonist‟s goal and will try to stop the protagonist 
from getting what he or she wants. 
5. Artistic Arrangement 
The are of artistic works is to build the setting according to scenario that 
covers; choice of shooting location, all shooting property, design of player‟s 
costume, preparation of player‟s, make up, and preparation of player‟s hair-do. 
6. Cinematography 
The word cinematography comes from the Greek cinema, which means 
„movie‟. If we correlate and photographic in the movie, it is including of intake 
angle picture, choice of camera movement, choice of picture frame, composition 
of picture, lighting arrangement and also process of recording pictures. 
7. Editing 
The interaction of picture into series of movie is a skill of editing 
becoming an editing does not only require technical skill to integrate one picture 
with other pictures but also artistic perception that needs functional consideration 
and esthetic. Without editing, movie cannot be presented intacly and it will lose 
its dramatic element. 
8. Visual Effect 
Visual effect is the result of technological growth in movie industry now 
days. Visual effect can be made by using trick of camera and preparation of 
supporting facilities of shooting of with animation (could be two dimensions or 
three dimensions). 
 
 
 
9. Music Arrangement 
Music also represents a part of voice arrangement, but usually the 
production the music and sound tract in movie is conducted by music 
conductor (usually professional one) 
10. Voice Arrangement 
This element covers all uses of voice narration, dialogue, sound effect, and 
though voice. Using variation of voice is as important as the picture. Arranging 
good voice can dramatized picture, which emerge without disturbing one another 
and become intact union. Sometimes dominant voice elements give the dramatic 
effect to the audience, which is created by director. (Petersen:1994) 
D. The Types of Movie 
Lately, there are many types of movie even though it has different 
approach. However, it has one object that is too attractive the people attention 
about the contents of movie. Beside that movie can be designed to serve public 
necessity. Basically, movie can be divided into three groups. (Sindrayani:2005) 
The first is fiction, the second is non-fiction, and the third is experimental and 
animation movie. 
1. Fiction movie 
Fiction movie is a movie that conveys nonfactual story. The story is just 
imagination of the author but is kind of comparison to the real human life. There 
are many types of fiction films that were signed by certain style, form and contest. 
There are drama movie, horror movie, history movie, science fiction movie, 
comedy movie, action movie, musical movie and cowboy movie.  
2. Non-Fiction Movie 
Non-fiction movie is a movie containing factual story as the main plot 
even though it might be decorated by other events. There are two types of non-
fiction movie, namely factual and documenter movie. In general, factual movie 
only show the fact. His camera only records a moment or even that will report in 
the real. The documenter movie is a new that emphasizes the side of new release 
of an actual event on TV broadcast. 
3. Experimental and Animation Movie 
Experimental movie is a movie which does not be created with the content 
of general way. The purpose of the movie itself is to make experimentation and to 
fine out the new ways of pronouncing by the movie. The animation movie is a 
movie that uses a picture and immovable thing likes a puppet, table, chair that can 
be moved with animation technique. 
E. Definition of Conflicts 
After brief explanation about conflict above, the writer will discuss about 
conflict. Based on Parker (2000:134), conflict is at the role person level 
exemplified by a clash of personalities, or people with differing views disrupting 
social relations. 
Davidoff says that : people usually face something named conflict. It is a 
situation when two or more incompatible needs, goals, or courses of action 
compete, causing the organism to feel pulled in different direction with an 
attending sense od discomfort.(2000:214) 
Pace & Faules says: conflict is an expression of conflict between the 
individual with other individuals, groups with other groups for several reasons. In 
this view, the dispute reflects differences between two or more individuals who 
expressed, remembered and experienced(1994:249). 
Based on the three explanation about conflicts above, the writer concludes 
that conflicts, so conflicts occured is two person or more has different perspective 
about something and their idea opposite to another. For example individual with 
other individuals, groups with other groups for several reasons. 
F. The Description of Conflicts 
Literally conflict is from the Latin word “confliction”, meanings 
contradiction, and struggle. In literary creation, story, conflict is around the 
characters who raise in the story. This is analogously with conflict definition and 
form that Perrina said: “conflict a clash of fiction, ideas, desire or wills. The main 
characters may be pitted against some other person or group of person (man 
against man); he may be in conflict with some external force physical nature, 
society or fate (man against environment); or he may be in conflict with some 
elements in his own nature (man against himself). “(Perrine 1983,42) 
Based on the explanation above the writer concludes that conflict is a 
response which completes one another in inner side of an individual and usually 
brings discomfort or stress. 
Conflict is the contradiction situation between two person and two groups 
or with them selves or with their environment, clearly conflict is the struggle 
between opposing forces in the story. Conflict provides interest and suspense, 
conflict raises as an event which follows others events to describe and explain 
how conflict process made till resolving process. It helps us to understanding 
easily the story. 
G. Definition of Social Conflict and Political Conflict 
1. Definition of Social Conflicts 
Social conflict is a struggle between opponents over values and claims to 
scarce status, power and resources. Social conflict is the struggle for agency or 
power within a society. It occurs when two or more people oppose one another in 
social interactions, reciprocally exerting social power in an effort to attain scarce 
or incompatible goals, and prevent the opponent from attaining them. The social 
conflict is a conflict when happened or caused by unsuitable or uncomfortable 
situation between character and his environment. 
Social conflict is theorized to occur when an imbalance exists regarding 
money, resources of power. The conflict can happen in any setting global and 
industrial. While research and case studies may report the detail is how, when, 
why and where a social conflict began or continues. 
Social conflict is conflict between the characters againts another character 
(Kenny, 1996:32). The characters have conflict in his social life in his relationship 
with another character. The conflict happens when the actor has problem with 
other. It is the struggle of the person against another. That caused to be contaction 
such as : Fighting. Social conflict is part of an intrinsic element in a literary work 
which contained some of the problems of social conflict in the surrounding 
environment as well as the author‟s own experience. 
Social conflict refers to conflict in which the parties are an aggregate of 
individuals, such as groups, organization, communities, and crowds, rather than 
single individual, as in role conflict. 
The social conflict theory was first described by Karl Marx. It is the 
classic conflict between rich and poor. The idea that money causes conflict it 
gives one person power over another. To understands by power : the chance of a 
man, or a number of man to realize their own will in communal action, even 
against the resistance of others. Which such power can be exercised may very 
considerably according to the social context (Coser in Weber:2010). 
The several social theories that emphasize social conflict have roots in the 
ideas of Karl Marx (1818-1883), the great German theoriest and political activist. 
Conflict approach emphasizes a materialist interpretation of history, a dialectical 
method of analysis, a critical stance toward existing social arrangements, and a 
political program of revolution or, at least, reform. 
Karl marx supports the ideas of deviance, claiming that individuals choose 
to engage in such rebellious and conflicting behavior as a response to the 
inequalities of the capitalist system (Eiil:2010). 
After reading social conflict definition above, I conclude that social 
conflicts is the struggle for agency of power in society. Social conflict of group 
conflicts occurs when two or more people oppose each other in social interaction, 
reciprocally exerting social power in an effort to attain scarce or incompatible 
goals and prevent the opponent from the attaining them. 
a. Kinds of Social Conflicts 
According to Lewis Coser, social conflict is devided into three categories. 
The types of social conflict namely : (a) conflict of involving social positions, (b) 
conflict of interest and (c) conflict of role. 
Whereas according to conflict sources, the explanation typea that is 
conflict between: 
1) Conflict of Involving Social Position 
Social position is the position of an individual in a given society and culture. 
A given position (for example, the occupation of priest) may belong to many 
individuals. A group of social positions will create a social class and a social 
circle. Social position an individual may hold fall into the categories of 
occupation (medical doctor, academic lecturer), profession (member of 
associations and organizations), family (parent, sibling, etc). A social conflict 
caused by interference between social positions is called a position conflict 
(Kristina, 2007:54-64). 
2) Conflict of Interest 
A conflict of interest is a situation in which some person (whether an 
individual or corporate body) stands in a certain relation to one or more decisions. 
For example, it has a conflict of interest if (1) person is in a relationship with 
another requiring person to exercise judgment in the other‟s behalf (2) person has 
a (special) interest tending to interfere with the proper exercise of judgment in that 
relationship. 
3) Conflict of Role 
Conflict of role is a conflict among the roles corresponding to two or more 
statuses. We experience role conflict when we find ourselves pulled in various 
directions as we try to respond to the many statuses we hold. Role conflict can be 
something that can be for either a short period of time, or a long period of time, 
and it can also be connected to situational experiences. A situation in which a 
person is expected to play two incompatible roles. For example, a boss will suffer 
role conflict if forced to fire an employee who is also a close friend. 
Furthermore, to explanation for conflict of role. “An example of role conflict 
would be a husband  and father who is also Chief of Police. If a tornado strikes the 
small town he is living in the man has to decide if he should go home and be with 
his family and fulfill the role of being a good husband and father of remain and 
fulfill the duties of a “good” Chief of Police because the whole town needs his 
expertise”. 
From the above explanation, we can conclude the type of social conflicts is 
not limited to hostile or antagonistic opposition; it is not wholly a clash of 
coercive powers as often is implied, but of any oppoing social powers. Social 
conflicts is usually recognized through violence and physical behavior. It is more 
that jusr fighting and killing one another. At times, it can deal with it throw a 
simple town in a conversation. It is acknowledged by someone‟s power. The 
cause of conflict is something that makes conflicts exits or happens. Therefore, 
cause must stand in the front of conflict. This is the condition of conflicts 
establishment. Generally, the cause of conflict is an unitended or unpredictable 
circumstance as a result in a problem. 
2. Definition of Political Conflicts 
The political conflict in this movie happens between under class and upper 
class. How the goverment in the region on severely restricts the movement of the 
population in the territory under. So that any discrimination between the rich 
population with poor population. 
a. Kinds of Political Conflicts 
According to Ulan Ude (2012:174) in her book entitled Conflictology, a 
Course For Students of The Correspondence Form of Training. 
1) Conflicts of interests. Conflicts such prevail in economically developed 
countries, the steady states, political norm here is "auction" concerning a sharing 
of economic "pie" (struggle round the sizes of taxes, social security volume etc.); 
this type of the conflict most easily gives in to settlement since here always it is 
possible to find compromise the decision. 
2)   Conflicts of values is characteristic for the developing states with an unstable 
political system; they demand more efforts on settlement, as the compromise 
concerning such values, as "freedom", "equality", "tolerance" trudnodostizhim if 
at all it is possible. Identification conflicts: are characteristic for societies, in 
which there is an identification the subject of to certain group (ethnic, religious, 
language), instead of with a society (state) as a whole; this type of the conflict 
arises in the conditions of contrast of races, ethnic or language contrast. 
H. The Causes of Social Conflicts and Political Conflicts by Leopold Von 
Wiese and  Howard Becker (1989) and Ralf Dahrendrof theoris. 
Conflict is a process of human social interaction in order to achieve his 
goals and ambition. Therefore, conflicts motivated by social differences between 
individuals involved in a social interaction. 
 Causes of social conflict according to Leopold Von Wiese and Howard 
Becker (1989:86): 
(1) Differences between people. 
Differences between people, each person has different characteristics. 
Differences can lead to social conflict. For example the A and B of 
different education, it may be possible to causes conflicts among them. 
(2) Differences in culture. 
Differences in culture, that culture can influence the formation and 
development of one‟s personality. For example, people culture who live in 
the beach area, certainly different from the people living in the hill 
country. Differences can causes conflict between them. 
 
 
(3) The form of interest. 
The form of interest, the interest of any person or group will very likely 
differ from each other. If the act occurs, it can be estimated inevitably 
arises a conflict of interest between, it will be social conflict. For example, 
workers interests differ from the interests of employers. 
(4) Social change. 
Social change because everyone is not the same in response to a change 
that occurs, then there was a difference in attitude among the public, and 
could lead to conflict between them. 
Causes of political conflicts according to Ralf Dahrendorf (1968): 
(1) The plurality of horizontal 
The plurality of horizontal structure is culturally pluralistic society, such 
as ethnicity, region, religion and race. The plurality of horizontal may lead 
to conflict because each group based on the work and the profession as 
well as the dwelling has a different and even conflicting interest. 
(2) The plurality of vertical 
The vertical plurality is the opposite structure of society according to the 
ownership of wealth, knowledge and power. Vertical pluralism may lead 
to conflict because most people do not have or have little wealth, 
knowledge and power will have conflicting interests with a small group of 
people who dominate. 
 Basically political conflict consists of two things, they are plurality of 
vertical and plurality of horizontal.  
I. Synopsis of Elysium Movie 
In 2154, Earth is over populated and polluted. Most of the Earth‟s citizens 
live in complete poverty, with little food, technology and medical care. The rich 
and powerful people live in Elysium a technologically advanced and wealthy and 
terraformed space habitat sitting in Earth‟s orbit. Advanced technology includes 
Med-Bays medical machines which can cure all diseases, reverse the aging 
process and regenerate new body parts. A long running feud exists between the 
wealthy Elysium citizens and the Earth citizens, who want  Elysium technology to 
cure their medical eilments. 
Max Da Costa (Matt Damon), a former car thief, and now a parolee, lives 
in the ruins of los Angeles and works at an assembly line for Armadyne Corp, a 
company run by John Carlyle (William Fichtner), who originally designed 
Elysium, and now supplies it with weaponry as well as the robots which police 
Earth. After an industrial accident at the factory, Max becomes trapped in a 
chamber and is hit by a lethal dose of radiation. After being pulled out he is 
informed that he is given five days to live before he succumbs to radiation 
poisoning. Desperate for a cure, he and his friend Julio (Diego Luna) seek help 
from a people smuggler named Spider (Wagner Moura) to get him to Elysium, 
since his only chance for survival is using a Med-Bay. Spider and Max reach 
Elysium‟s computer core, where Spider realizes that the program‟s activation will 
kill Max. Max personally activates the program, having spoken a last time with 
Frey via radio. As Max dies, Elysium‟s computer core reboots and registers every 
Earth resident as an Elysian citizen.  
J. Autobiography of Neill Blomkamp 
Neill Blomkamp (b. September 17, 1979), is a South African short film 
director, and screenwriter. Neill Blomkamp established himself in his field with a 
hand-held, first person camera style. He also became highly sought after for his 
ability to blend computer generated effects with a film's naturalistic elements, 
soon becoming a popular director for commercials. He provided his visual effects 
services for a number of American TV shows, like Smallville and Dark Angel, 
before combining his skill sets as the director of a feature film, helming the sci-fi 
epic District 9 in 2009. Born in South Africa, Neill Blomkamp moved to 
Vancouver Canada at the age of 18 in order to take up cinema studies.  
Specialised in special effects, he is specialised in short films and publicity 
films with a science fiction style. Recognised as one of the most talented artists of 
the young generation; at the age of 21 he was named at the Emmy awards for the 
best visual effects for his work on the pilot for Dark Angel. Soon after he was 
working as a director on the realisation of video clips and publicity films. 
Blomkamp began as a specialist in visual effects and worked on series such as 
SmallVille and Stargate SG-1. He then went into producing videoclips and 
publicity films for renowned manufacturers such as Nike and Citroen, for whom 
he created the famous C4 dancing transformer clip. In 2004was named one of the 
5 directors to follow in the Saatchi and Saatchi New Directors Showcase at the 
Publicity Film Festival at Cannes and was a finalist at the Shark Awards. In 2005, 
he received the Visual Effects Society Award for the Citroen publicity film. He 
has since appeared in various magazines such as Shots, Shoot, Campaign and 
Creativity and took three prizes at the BTAA Award Show in London. He has 
recently shot three Halo films for Microsoft. At the age of 26, Blomkamp's first 
short film, Alive in Joburg, in which, he imagined the problems of Johannesburg 
with the problems of immigration and the integration of extra terrestial people, a 
metaphor of Apartheid in South Africa.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
                            RESEARCH METHOD 
 This chapter includes all the information about the data and the approaches 
that was be applied to discuss in this thesis. They are research of method, source 
of data, instrument of the research, procedures of data collection, technique of 
data analysis. 
A. Research Design 
The method used in this thesis is descriptive method. Descriptive method 
is the method that intends to describe every word, sentence, utterance, dialogue 
and event derived from the movie that describe about social and political conflicts 
between upper class and lower class. In this research, the writer usesd two 
theories, with Marxism approach and the writer analyzed about social and 
political conflicts. 
B. Sources of Data 
In this research, the writer used two kinds of data resources in order to 
accomplish the purpose of writing which are categorized as follows: 
1) Primary Data 
Elysium movie by Neill Blomkamp. 
2) Secondary Data 
The writer used books, several references, some relevant information and 
electronic text from internet. 
C. Instrument of the Research 
The researcher in the reseach used note taking instrument. Richar(2015) 
says that not taking in the practice of writing down or otherwise recording key 
points of information. He believe it is an important part of the research process. 
Note taking during an interview may provide material for an essay, article, or 
book. Having read article journal and other references, the researcher made some 
notes to classify the important unit. 
D. Procedures of Data Collection 
The researcher collects the data into a view step, they are: 
1 First the writer watched and read scripts the Elysium movie by Neill 
Blomkamp. 
2 The writer wrote down the data about social and political conflicts 
from movie into some notes. 
3 The writer explained about politic and social conflict. 
4 The writer stated the information, which denote about the conflict. 
5 The writer analyzed the data and information regaeding the topic of 
research either from books, articles, journals and from internet. 
E. Techniques of Data Analysis 
 In the technique of data analysis, the writer used the marxism approach. 
Marxism approach used to differenciate the position of the under class and the 
upper class, and the writer found any discrimination between under class and 
upper class by using Lewis Coser and Ulan‟s theories. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Findings            
 In this analysis the writer answered the problem statement that has been 
formulated in chapter I. This chapter explains the result of the research in the 
movie “Elysium” which tries to analyze data. This chapter consists of two parts 
they are finding and discussion. Finding consists of the kinds of social and 
political conflicts occured in elysium movie and that found from the analysis of 
the data and then causes of social and political conflicts in the movie. Discussion 
consists of the discussion of explanation about kinds of social and political 
conflict that found in the findings and causes of social and political conflicts in the 
movie The then writer analyzed social and political conflicts between upper class 
and lower class analysis script in ths movie. In understanding the data, the writer 
presented the explanation such as, D is datum, H is hour and M is minute, S is 
second on which the time taken by the scene in the movie.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Kinds of Social and Political Conflicts 
a) Kinds of Social Conflicts 
Social conflicts 
Kinds of Social Conflicts 
Conflict of involving 
social positions 
Conflict of  
interest 
Conflict of   
Role 
“In the late 21st century 
earth was diseased, poll-
uted and vastly over pop- 
ulated. Earth‟s wealthiest 
inhabitants fled the plan- 
et to preserve their way 
of live”. (D1, M00, S58) 
“Three undocumented 
ships approaching El-
ysium airspace. Breach 
imminent  security brea- 
ch”. (D7, M14, S17) 
“You are under arrest   
under the 68-C immigra-
tion act”.                            
“Al illegals are now in 
custody, Ma‟am” 
                  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Yes, send them to 
deportation. Get them of 
this habitat”. (D10, M18, 
S36) 
“To see Spider, you need 
money. I will give you 
everything i have, but is 
not enough for a ticket”. 
(D13, M29, S21) 
“Ma‟am, we have an  
Elysian citizen on earth    
in danger”. (D18, M44,    
S21)                                     
“Agent 32 Alpha 21b. 
We are sending a packet 
over”. (D9, M15, S27) 
 “Look Frey you know 
we have done everything 
we could to help your 
daughter. But I have a 
meeting today with the 
board and they 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
recommend we send her 
home with you”. 
“How can i work here 
and leave her at home ? 
you know it can happen 
any minute, Dr. Faizel”. 
“I know, i know. If she 
has a seizure, you can 
bring her back to the 
ward. Of course. But 
until then, she‟s deschar-
ged. We are not a rich 
facility, we need that 
room back”. (D14, M29, 
S37) 
“This... My friend, this 
can be your ticket up 
there. One last job for 
me, you earn your way 
up. Taken an Elysian 
asshole, Right ? a billio-
naire. This is what you 
 
 
 
 
take, organic informat-
ion, right ? out of his 
head. Now, I‟m talking 
about bank codes, pass-
words, log-in data. 
Access to Bilions”. 
(D16, M32, S56) 
“I have a situation here. 
Kruger, do you read me 
?”.  
“I got one condition. I do 
this, I getting reinst-
tated”. (D19, M44, S39) 
“The thieves have the 
data. Apprehend the 
target at all costs. Do not 
damage his brain”. (D20, 
M54, S49) 
“I had to take a job from 
spider to try to get up 
there and get healed”. 
(D22, H01, M01, S19) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Sorry to come bursting 
into your Home I didn‟t 
mean to traumatize your 
young daughter. Me and 
the boys here, we are 
looking for young gentl-
eman who was in this 
very house a moment 
ago we are hoping you 
can tell us where he 
went”. (D23, H01, M05, 
S45) 
“We can still pull the 
data out of him, which 
will kill him”. 
“That‟s fine”. 
“How long before you 
can download and turn 
the system online ?”. 
“Not long ma‟am”. 
“Keep everything in a 
restricted cloud. Look 
 
 
 
 
down all access”. (D24, 
H01, M20, S08) 
“I‟m gonna find that 
little gangster and I‟m 
gonna take what‟s in his 
head. This place is mine 
now. I‟m going to 
annihilate that little 
motherfucker. I‟m going 
to pulverize that little 
one”. (D25, H01, M25, 
S23) 
“All right. Let‟s do it. 
“Okay, we are good, we 
are good, we are good”. 
“Download poses lethal 
threat to data host”. 
“Max”. 
“It‟s okay. I know”. 
“There is no coming 
back from this”. 
 
 
 
 
“No med bay can heal 
you”. (D26, H01, M36, 
S17) 
“Burn her ID”. (D6, 
M12, S18) 
 “Attention. Worker may 
not visit the rest room 
more than once per 
shift”. 
“What are you done Da 
Costa ?”. 
“No, I‟m just trying to 
reset”. 
“Let me look. Let me 
look. The pallet‟s 
pinched. Just going 
there”. 
“No, I mean...”. 
 “Look, either you go in 
there right now, or I will 
fine someone who will. 
 
 
 
 
And you can clean out 
your locker”. 
“Come on man”. 
“No, that‟s the deal, 
okay ? in you go”. (D11, 
M21, S23) 
“And let‟s discharge this 
agent Kruger permanent- 
ly. All in favor ? good. 
Effective immediately”. 
“You have been 
discharged from CCB. 
Please return all 
weapous to the local 
embassy”. (D12, M27, 
S00) 
“Listen, I‟m gonna come 
back. I‟m gonna come 
back and work for you. 
Anything you need. I 
will fucking pay it 
back”. (D15, M31, S11) 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I‟m authorizing a full 
containment order. Issue 
one-fly zone for Los 
Angeles. The murderer is 
still out there. Until we 
apprehend him, no one 
leaves the surface of that 
city”. (D21, M57, S32) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Kinds of Political Conflicts 
 
Political conflicts 
Kinds of Political Conflict 
Conflict of Interest Conflicts of Values 
“I‟m doing everything 
possible to restore pr-
ofitability to this 
company that i built”. 
(D5, M11, S26) 
“I‟m interested in 
something much large.    
This habitat is dying. 
There is a political 
sickness inside of it. A 
tumor that needs to be 
removed. You and your 
company are in need of 
revenue that is drying up. 
So you built a torus. Can 
you override right the 
servers and place a new 
president in power”. 
 
 
 
 
 
(D17, M35, S51) 
 
“There are many robot 
servants, and they serve 
you all day. If you live 
there, you never get sick 
or old”. (D2, M03, S07) 
“It breaks my heart. Why 
do you do this ? so you 
can save up ? on day buy 
a ticket up to that place 
?”. (D3, M03, S36) 
“That place is not for 
you, or for me”. 
“But it‟s not fair, sister”. 
(D4, M03, S57) 
“Attention. Incoming 
vassels. You have made 
unauthorized entry into 
Elysium Airspace. Return 
to Earth or we will be 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
forced to take immediate 
action. You are in 
violation of Elysium 
airspace”. (D8, M14, 
S36) 
 
 
 
2. Causes of Social and Political Conflicts 
In this part, the writer presents the data which were considered as the some 
of social and political conflicts in the movie Elysium by Neill Blomkamp by using 
marxism approach. Marxism approach used to differenciate the position of the 
under class and the upper by using Leopold Von Wiese and Howard Becker(1989) 
and Ralf Dahrendrof theoris. 
1) Causes of Social conflicts according to Leopold Von Wiese and 
Howard Becker(1989) 
a. Differences between people 
"Burn her ID". (D6, M12, S18) 
The causes: communities of the earth who want to fly to Elysium must 
mark to be able to go to Elysium, while the citizens of Elysium do not 
have to get a sign like that. 
“There are many brobot servants, and they serve you all day. If you live 
there, you are never get sick or old”. (D2, M03, S07) 
The causes: This happens because there is no equivalency between the 
bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 
b. Differences in culture 
“In the late 21st century Earth was diseased, polluted and vastly 
overpopulated. Earth’s wealthiest inhabitants fled the planet to preserve 
their way of life”. (D1, M00, S58)  
The causes: increasing human populating so that many diseases are 
emerging and many of those who become ill and the presence of global 
warming, so that the rich separating themselves and them living in 
Elysium. 
“Attention incoming vassals. You have made unauthorized entry into 
Elysium airspace. Return to Earth or we will be forced to take immediate 
action. You are in violation of Elysium airspace”. (D8, M14, S36) 
The causes:  The people on Earth are forced to flight to Elysium although 
it was on the reef, they wants to be treated like the citizens of Elysium 
without any difference in status. 
c. The form of interest 
"To see Spider, you need money. I will give you everything I have but it 
is not enough for a ticket". (D13, M29, S21) 
The causes: Max really wanted to go to Elysium, but he did not have 
much money, so he wanted to work for Spider.  
"Ma'am we have an Elysian citizen on Earth in danger” (D18, M44, 
S21) 
The causes: one of Elysium plane was shot by people on the Earth, so one 
of the people in Elysium having problems.  
"Agent 32 alpha 21b. We are sending a packet over ". (D9, M15, S27) 
The causes: Kruger got a shipment of weapons to be spying on Earth. 
 "Frey, you know what have we done everything we could to help your 
daughter. But I have a meeting today with the board and they 
recommend we send her home with you ". "How can I work here and 
leave her at home? you know it can happen any minute, Dr. Faizal". 
(D14, M29, S37). 
The causes: many patients in hospital need of care, so dr. Faizul 
commanded bring her daughter to go home so that she can concentrate for 
working.  
"This ... My friend, this can be your ticket up there. One last job for me, 
you earn you way up. Taken an Elysian asshole, Right? a billionaire. 
This is what you take, organic information, Right out of his head. Now 
I'm talking about bank codes, passwords, log-in data. Access to billions. 
(D16, M32, S56) 
The causes: He wants to do it just to get a ticket for go to Elysium. 
"I have situation here,. Kruger do you read me? i got one condition. I do 
this, I get reinstated”. (D19, M44, S39) 
The causes: Kruger was called up back to work in CCB one of the people 
in Elysium having problem in the Earth.  
"I had to take a job from Spider to try to get up there and get healed". 
(D22, H01, M01, S19) 
The causes: Frey disappointed to Max, because Max make something 
which can be threaten to himself.  
“I’m gonna find that little gangster and I’m gonna take what’s in his 
head. This place is mine now. I’m going to annihilate that little 
motherfucker. I’m going to pulverize that little one”. (D25, H01, M25, 
S23) 
The causes: Kruger is looking for Max and his friends, because he wanted 
to kill them, so he could dominate the Elysium.  
“All right. Let’s do it”. “Okay, we are good, we are good, we are good”. 
“Download process lethal threat to data host”. “Max…”. “It’s okay. I 
know”. “There is coming back from this”. “No med bay can heal you”. 
(D26, H01, M36, S17) 
The causes: Spider will download the data from the Max head, so the 
citizens in earth can experience life in the Elysium, but after the data was 
download from the Max head, and then Max will die.  
"Attention. Workers may not visit the restroom more than once per shift. 
". "What are you doing Da Costa?". "No, I'm just trying to reset". "Let 
me look. Let me look. Oh the pallets pinched. Just go in there ". "No, I 
mean ...". "Look, either you go in there Right now, or I will find 
someone who will. And you can clean out your locker". "Come on 
man". "No, That's the deal, Okay? in you go”. (D11, M21, S23) 
The causes: the pallet‟s is broken, so Max ordered to fix the pallets.  
"Listen I'm gonna come back and work for you. Anything you need. I 
will fucking pay it back". (D15, M31, S11) 
The causes: Max stricken with radiation, so he wanted to work for Spider.  
"I'm Authorizing a full containment order. Issue a no-fly zone for Los 
Angeles. The Murdered is still out there. Until we apprehend him, no 
one leaves the surface of that city”. (D21, M57, S32) 
The causes: The plane of the Earth who wants to approach the Elysium air 
space, so the flight to Los Angeles closed.  
"It breaks my heart. Why do you do this? so you can save up? One they 
buy a ticket up to the place? (D3, M03, S36) 
The causes: Max stole to buy a ticket to go to Elysium because he want to 
go to Elysium, so he did things that are not reasonable. 
"The place is not for you or for me", "But is not fair sister". (D4, M03, 
S57) 
The causes: Here, Max really want to go to Elysium, he felt that he 
differentiated between the rich and the poor. 
d. Social change 
"You are under arrest under the 68-C immigrant act. All illegal are now 
in custody, ma'am ". "Yes send them to Deportation. Get them of this 
habitat ". (D10, M18, S36) 
The causes: they were detained because the people on Earth still do even 
though their flight is prohibited.  
"Sorry to come bursting into your home. I did not mean to traumatize 
your young daughter. Me and the boys here, we are looking for young 
gentleman who was in this very house a moment ago. We are hoping you 
can tell us where he went”. (D23, H01, M05, S45) 
The causes: Kruger are looking for Max in Frey‟s home, so Kruger 
trespassing into the Frey‟s house and made her daughter is traumatize. 
"We can still pull the Data out of him, this which will kill him". "That's 
fine". "How long before you can download and turn the system on-
line?". "Not long Ma'am". "Keep everything in a restricted cloud. Lock 
down all access”. (D24, H01, M20, S08) 
The causes: One of the citizens of Elysium wanted data from the Max‟s 
head, so that she does not care to Max, although it endangers of Max.  
2) Causes of political conflicts according to Ralf Dahrendorf: 
a. The plurality of horizontal 
"You are under arrest under the 68-C immigrant act. All illegal are now 
in custody, ma'am ". "Yes send them to Deportation. Get them of this 
habitat ". (D10, M18, S36) 
The causes: they were detained because the people on Earth still do even 
though their flight is prohibited.  
"I'm doing everything possible to restore profitability to this company 
that I built”. (D5, M11, S26) 
The causes: both of them want to maintain their respective companies that 
they built. And they want to rebuild their company‟s profit. 
b. The plurality of vertical 
"Three undocumented ships are approaching Elysium Airspace. Breach 
imminent security breach". (D7, M14, S17) 
The causes: they fly to Elysium for get treatment. 
"The thieves have the data. Apprehend the targets at all costs. Do not 
damage his brain”. (D20, M54, S49) 
The causes: Max success to retrieve data from the head of one of the 
Elysium citizens, so the data will be taken back by the citizens of Elysium.  
"And let's discharge this agent Kruger permanently. All in favor? Good. 
Effective immediately ". "You have been discharged from CCB. Please 
return all weapons to the local embassy”. (D12, M27, S00) 
The causes: Kruger fired from CCB because he has 15 human rights 
violations. Rapes, kidnappings, torture. The man‟s been diagnosed. With 
serious psychological issues. Meanwhile, the Elysium citizen are no longer 
using sleeper agents. 
"I'm interested in something much large. This habitat is dying. There is 
a political sickness. In side of it. A tumor that needs to be removed. You 
and your company are in needed of revenue that is drying up. So you 
built a torus. Can you override the right servers? And place a new 
president in power?”. (D17, M35, S51) 
The causes: He felt the threat to the company he had built, so that they 
work together to maintain their respective companies. 
B. Discussions 
Datum 1 show that conflicts of involving social position according to 
Lewis Coser, that shown in this scene “In the late 21th century earth was 
diseased, polluted and vastly overpopulate. Earth’s wealthiest inhabitants 
fled the planet to preserve their way of life”. Shows that there is a 
discrimination between borjuis and proletar, it can be seen from their home. 
Borguise lives at Elysium and the Proletar lives in the Earth. It expresses the 
social conflict between borguise and proletar. 
Datum 2 expressed there are conflicts of values between the borguise and 
proletars. It is appropriate with Ulan‟s theory, he said that conflicts of values is 
characteristic for the developing states with an unstable political system; they 
demand more efforts on settlement, as the compromise concerning such values, as 
"freedom", "equality", "tolerance" trudnodostizhim if at all it is possible. It is 
showed in this utterance “Can you read ?” it‟s a Giraffe. They were from Africa. 
“You can read ?” “yes”. “there are many robot servants, and they serve you all 
day. If you live there, you are never get sick or old”.  
Datum 3 here also shows that there are conflicts of values characteristic as 
in Ulan theory, namely the existence of racial equality demands without 
distinguishing between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Theory conflicts of 
values characteristic that shown in this scene “Max, have you been stealing things 
again ?” "it breaks my heart. Why do you do this? so you can save up? One 
they buy a ticket up to the place? 
Next in datum 4  also discusses the theory proposed by Ulan, conflicts 
characteristic of values. A conflict of characteristic values expresses the political 
system, equality, freedom and tolerance. But in these data indicate a conflict that 
demands equality without any distinction between bourgeoisie and proletariat. 
The point of the scene is “so you can see up ? one day buy a ticket up to that 
place. The place is not for you or for me". "But is not fair sister". Here is very 
clear discrimination between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 
In datum 5  here we see that the existence of conflicts of interests as 
described by Ulan. That is the conflicts that discuss the progress of economic, 
political norm in this auction on the division of economic, tax and social security. 
It is explants in the scene “What do you think what I‟ve been doing down here on 
earth? You think I enjoy breathing this air? No of course. "I'm doing everything 
possible to restore profitability to this company that I built". This datum is 
very visible, both of them want to maintain their respective companies that they 
built. And they want to rebuild their companies profit. 
Datum 6 In this data indicates that there is conflict of roles described in 
the theory of Lewis Coser. Conflict of roles is a conflict between two or more 
status, and can also be connected to situational experience. It is shown in the 
scene "Burn her ID". here is very clear that there is conflict of role for the 
communities of the earth who want to Elysium must mark to be able to go to 
Elysium, while the citizens of Elysium does not have to get a sign like that. This is 
very clear that the existence of a conflict between two or more status. 
Datum 7 indicates the presence of involving social conflict positions as 
proposed by Lewis Coser.  The positions involving social conflict of the 
difference between a person's position within a given society. This data shown in 
this scene “sorry for disturbing you, ma‟am. We have a number of undocumented 
ships inbound. "Three undocumented ships are approaching Elysium 
Airspace. Breach imminent security breach". here is very clear discrimination 
between citizens on Earth and Elysium, because only ships belonging to the 
citizens of Elysium who can penetrate the air space Area Elysium, while the ships 
that come from the earth is not allowed across the air space Elysium. It was clear 
that there is difference position of someone. 
Datum 8 shows the conflicts of values characteristic as described by Ulan, 
conflicts of values that are characteristic of conflict demanding freedom, equality 
and tolerance. “Emergency orders 6 and 7 are now in effect. Protocol 22 B – 39 in 
progress”. “Attention. Incoming vassels. You have made unauthorized entry 
into Elysium airspace. Return to earth or we will be forced to make 
immediate action. You are in violation of Elysium airspace”. Here the planes 
of Earth banned approaching air space Elysium, while the people on earth want to 
get permission to fly just for the tolerance to Elysium to get proper treatment. The 
people on earth wants to be treated like the citizens of Elysium without any 
difference in status. 
In datum 9 is clearly seen that this is an example of a conflict of interest, 
as described by Lewis Coser, the conflict of interest are those who relate to one 
another and equally in need of something, this datum expresses in this scene 
“What do you want us to do, ma‟am? “Activate Kruger”. “Ma‟am according to 
executive order 355, we are unauthorized to use our assets on earth”. “I‟m 
authorizing you”. "Agent 32 alpha 21b. We are sending a packet over ". 
Kruger pulls the ear piece out of his ear. He clicks the wrist device, a large screen 
ipod style. The huge wall-screen is a satellite image following the Kruger into a 
deserted field. We see him overhead as he pulls a rope that removes a cover from 
a hole in the ground. Kruger pulls out a stinger missile-looking device. He gets 
into firing position, the ugly snout of the giant bazooka housing multiple rockets. 
Here Kruger is only needed by the citizens of Elysium if they have an interest in 
the earth.  
Datum 10 expresses a conflict involving position as explained in the 
theory of Lewis Coser, involving social conflict that person's position within a 
given society. It is described in the scenes “We have 32 arrests, 13 casualties and 
2 illegals still at large, ma‟am. "You are under arrest under the 68-C 
immigrant act. All illegal are now in custody, ma'am ". "Yes send them to 
Deportation. Get them of this habitat". In here explained that anyone who 
violates the law in Elysium they would be deported and returned to the earth. It is 
clear the social differences between the citizens of Elysium and the citizens of the 
earth. 
In datum 11 we can see clearly that there  is a conflict of roles, in the 
theory of Lewis Coser conflict of role is the conflict between two or more status. 
This data shown in a scene of “Hey, you‟re holding up the line”. No, no, no, i got 
a jam”. "Attention. Workers may not visit the restroom more than once per 
shift. ". "What are you doing Da Costa?". "No, I'm just trying to reset". 
"Let me look. Let me look. Oh the pallets pinched. Just go in there ". "No, I 
mean ...". "Look, either you go in there Right now, or I will find someone 
who will. And you can clean out your locker. ""Come on man". "No, that’s 
the deal, Okay? in you go”. The subordinate people do not allowed to rest more 
than once and in violation will be punished. While people are free to do any high 
position. 
Datum 12, we can see there is conflicts of roles as proposed by Lewis 
Coser, the conflict of role conflict are two or more status. Conflict of roles could 
occur within a short time or a long time. And can also be associated with 
situational. For example, a boss who was forced to fire an employee. This conflict 
described the scene “I‟ve heard enough. This is your final warning. Any further 
unauthorized actions, and you will be removed from office”. "And let's 
discharge this agent Kruger permanently. All in favor? Good. Effective 
immediately ". "You have been discharged from CCB. Please return all 
weapons to the local embassy”. Here is clearly seen there is conflict of role seen 
from a boss who sacked employees. 
In datum 13  we could see involving social position as described in the 
theory of Lewis Coser, namely the difference in position in a given society. These 
theories have explained in the following conversation “I‟m gonna go see Spider”.  
“Max, Max, take the pill”. "To see Spider, you need money. I will give you 
everything I have but it is not enough for a ticket". Here is very clear that the 
existence of social conflicts, because only the rich people who can afford to buy a 
ticket that can be under to Elysium, while the poor people who want to get there 
have to work hard to get a ticket although his dying. 
Datum 14 describes the conflict of interest as described in the theory of 
Lewis Coser, the conflict of interest is that the person who in a relationship with 
another requiring the person to exercise judgment in the other's behalf conflict. It 
is described in this scene "Frey, you know what have we done everything we 
could to help your daughter. But i have a meeting today with the board and 
they recommend we send her home with you ". "How can I work here and 
leave her at home? you know it can happen any minute, Dr. Faizal". Frey in 
order to repatriate children who are sick, so that Frey can work without blocking. 
While Frey did not want to do it because there was none with Matilda at home, on 
the other hand Frey wanted to keep performing their duties. It is evident there is 
conflict of interest. 
Datum 15 explained that there is conflict of roles as described in the 
theory of Lewis Coser, for example, a boss who sacked employees. This theory is 
described in this scene “I need a ticket up there, and an ID”. Absolutely, do you 
prefer aisle or window?”. “I‟m being fucking serious, man”. "Listen I'm gonna 
come back and work for you. Anything you need. I will fucking pay it back". 
In this conversation is very clear that Max had worked for the Spider and then 
fired. Max wants to work back to Spider and will do anything in exchange for a 
ticket to Elysium. It is clear there is conflict of role. 
In datum 16, here clearly visible presence of conflict of interest, as 
described in the theory of Lewis Coser, this conflict in shown in this scene 
“Liaten. I‟ve been looking for someone to take a job for me. But no one here had 
the balls!, ypu said you‟d do anything, right? "This ... My friend, this can be 
your ticket up there. One last job for me, you earn you way up. Taken an 
Elysian asshole, Right? a billionaire. This is what you take, organic 
information, Right out of his head. Now I'm talking about bank codes, 
passwords, log-in data. Access to billions”. Max are in dire need of treatment in 
the Elysium was given a job by one of his old friend who had been a boss Max 
before, Max in order to retrieve the data from the head of one of the richest 
citizens in Elysium for double by Spider, and Max agreed bid Spider regardless of 
his own safety, He wants to do it just to get a ticket. It is very clear that there is 
conflict of interest, namely they need each other. 
Datum 17 it seemed that the conflict of interest being addressed in Ulan 
theory, namely the existence of a conflict of economic interests and they work 
together so that the companies they built with each stick. This theory point out the 
following conversation “you are here to persuade me to renew our armadyne 
contracts, yes?”. “Astute as always”. “Come with me”. “I‟m no interested in your 
little ideas”. "I'm interested in something much large. This habitat is dying. 
There is a political sickness. In side of it. A tumor that needs to be removed. 
You and your company are in needed of revenue that is drying up. So you 
built a torus. Can you override the right servers? And place a new president 
in power?”. Looks sort of auction in the political world that is in Elysium, one of 
the residents in order to move data from one brain to the citizens of Elysium other 
residents to get a new president.  
Datum 18 is clearly seen there is conflict of involving social position as 
said by Lewis Coser, the conflict of involving social position is the conflict that 
addresses about certain public positions, such as the existence of discrimination 
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. This theory is reinforced in this scene 
“Critical engine failure”. "Ma'am we have an Elysian citizen on Earth in 
danger”. Here is very clear that the citizens of Elysium and the citizens of the 
earth is very different, if there is one of the citizens of Elysium dying, then he 
could easily be down to Elysium whereas if the people on earth who are sick they 
do not care at all. It is clearly seen of involving social conflict. 
In datum 19 there is conflict of interest as described in the theory of Lewis 
Coser. It is described in this conversation “Data coming up now”. “I see you, 
motherfucker”. "I have situation here. Kruger do you read me? I got one 
condition. I do this, I get reinstated". Here is very visible that they both have 
necessity. And they work together to realize their desires. 
Datum 20 here describes the conflict of interest it is described in the 
theory of Lewis Coser, the conflict of interest here is presence of two or more 
persons who have an interest and they want to work together to make it happen. It 
is described in this scene “We‟ve got one assailant leaving on foot, ma‟am. “They 
have the data. Repeat:” “The thieves have the data. Apprehend the targets at 
all costs. Do not damage his brain". It is clear that they want to remove the 
existing data in Max's head, they want to take it so that the data of citizens of 
Elysium successful in the transfer of the head of Max does not fall into the wrong 
person. Max wants to provide data but with the condition that he and Matilda son 
of Frey can be treated in the capsule treatment Elysium. It was very obvious that 
there is conflict of interest. 
Datum 21 indicates a conflict of roles as described in the theory of Lewis 
Coser, the conflict between two states or more. As shown in the following 
conversation “Searching grids three through 11”. "I'm Authorizing a full 
containment order. Issue a no-fly zone for Los Angeles. The Murdered is still 
out there. Until we apprehend him, no one leaves the surface of that city”. 
Here can be seen that the difference in status between the citizens and residents of 
the earth's Elysium. 
In datum 22, we can see any conflict of interest as described in the theory 
of Lewis Coser. This theory is described in a conversation like this “Who did this 
to you?” “oh, no I got... I got hurt at work, and I had to..."I had to take a job 
from Spider to try to get up there and get healed". In this scene indicates a 
conflict of interest, because the two are working together for their own interests. 
Datum 23 indicates the existence of conflict of interest, as described by 
Lewis Coser in his theory that a conflict of interest. These data showed in this 
conversation “Mommy, is everything okay?” “It‟s okay, sweetie”. "Sorry to 
come bursting into your home. I did not mean to traumatize your young 
daughter. Me and the boys here, we are looking for young gentleman who 
was in this very house a moment ago. We are hoping you can tell us where he 
went”. It is very clearest visible that Kruger is only thinking of their own 
interests. And he goes into someone's home without permission and in a manner 
that is disrespectful. This suggests a conflict of interest. 
Next in datum 24 here, we can see there is conflict of interest, as 
described in the theory of Lewis Coser. This theory can be seen from the 
following conversation “Shouldn‟t we remove this thing?”. “Can‟t, till we get all 
the data. It‟s wired into him neurologically”. “The data is intact, yes? “Dta looks 
intact”. “We can still pull the Data out of him, this which will kill him". 
"That's fine". "How long before you can download and turn the system on-
line?". "Not long Ma'am". "Keep everything in a restricted cloud. Lock 
down all access”. Here is evident there is conflict of interest, they need the data 
stored in the head of Max, they want to take back the data forcibly without 
thinking about the safety of others. 
In datum 25 we can see any conflict of interest as proposed in the theory 
of Lewis Coser. This theory is described in a conversation like this “Drakey, don‟t 
trust any of these politicians. You clear out this whole building”. “Thank you, 
boss”. “I’m gonna find that little gangster and I’m gonna take what’s in his 
head. This place is mine now. I’m going to annihilate that little motherfucker. 
I’m going to pulverize that little one”. Here apparent existence about conflict of 
interest, because Kruger wants to retrieve data in Max‟s head and he wanted to 
kill Max. After that he wanted to rule Elysium. 
Datum 26 The data describes the conflict of interest as described in the 
theory of Lewis Coser, the conflict of interest is that the person who in a 
relationship with another requiring the person to exercise judgment in the other's 
behalf conflict. This theory  is shown in the following scene “Okay. come on, 
man. Let‟s go. Let‟s go, man. Let‟s do it. Come on. “All right. Let’s do it”. 
“Okay, we are good, we are good, we are good”. “Download process lethal 
threat to data host”. “Max…”. “It’s okay. I know”. “There is coming back 
from this”. “No med bay can heal you”. Here is very clear that Spider want to 
download the data contained in Max head. He know that it would kill his, but he 
kept doing it for the welfare of the people who living in the Earth. 
 From the data and findings the writer can conclude, many discrimination 
in this movie and the writer can found the kinds of social and political conflicts in 
the movie by using Lewis coser and Ulan theories, and the writer found the causes 
of social and political conflicts which analyzed by using Leopold Von Wiese and 
Howard Becker and Ralf dahrendrof theoris. 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. There are many kinds of 
social and political conflicts found between the upper class and lower class in the 
Elysium movie. The writer gives some conclusions and suggestions as follows: 
A. Conclusions 
After analyzing the data, the writer concludes the result of the research, 
they are:  
1. In the “Elysium” movie by Neil Blomkamp, the writer found kinds of social 
and political conflicts. There are three social conflicts and two political conflicts. 
a) Social conflicts 
(1)  Conflict Involving social position, in the movie show there are 
discrimination between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 
(2)  Conflict of interest, the conflict of interest is that the person who 
in a relationship with another for differences purpose. 
(3)  Conflict of role conflict are two or more status. For example in the 
movie, a boss who was forced to fire an employee. 
b) Political conflicts 
(1) Conflict of interest according to Ulan, that is the conflicts that 
discuss the progress of economic, political norm in this movie. 
(2) Conflicts of values. Conflict of values in the movis show in 
between the borguise and proletars. The proletars demand more 
freedom, equality, and tolerance. 
2. The causes of social conflicts according to Leopold Von Wiese and Howard 
Becker there are four causes of social conflicts, such as; differences between 
people, differences in culture, the form of interest and social change. The causes 
of political conflicts according to Ralf Dahrendorf, there are 2 causes of political 
conflicts, such as; the plurality of horizontal and the plurality of vertical. 
B. Suggestions 
In the end of the writing of this thesis, it is also provided suggestions for the 
readers and researchers as follows: 
1. In reviewing our social and political conflicts can be separated from several 
elements. For those who want to learn about social and political conflicts in the 
future and we should understand the deeper about social and political conflicts. 
2. Respecting to other certain races, because even we are different in colour, 
life classes or status, but one point that we have to remember is we are still the 
same as God‟s creation who have the same right to live the life and to be 
respected. 
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